
Three Lakes to reconstruct historic roadv 

by Daily News Staff 

Project will bring down mature stand of red pines 

The trees are coming down. 

A group of mature red pines on Military Road in Three Lakes are set to be cut down after the Three Lakes town board decided the full 
reconstruction of the historic road is in the town's best interest. 

Military Road, formerly a Native American trail, was cut out of virgin forest in 1861 and connected Fort Howard at Green Bay with Fort 
Wilkins on Lake Superior. During the War of 1812 it was used as a military supply route to Fort Wilkins and has since been designated a 
National Heritage Scenic Byway. 

Now the road is slated for reconstruction starting this summer and a number of trees, many of which have towered over the road for 
generations, are standing in the way of progress. 

As they did last month, a number of speakers attended a town board meeting Tuesday to advocate in favor of keeping the trees and 
resurfacing (rather than reconstructing) the road. 

Tamarack Song, the director of The Teaching Drum School located on Military Road, wants to save the red pines because they act as 
storefront for his non-profit wilderness school. 

Song has said he understands that improvements have to happen (the road is apart in lowland areas and some trees are dangerously close 
to the roadway) but he has held out hope that a compromise can be brokered to save his trees. 

On Tuesday, Song argued the board should make an exception for the school because it's an asset to the community. 

"We're not the same as a private landowner. What we do benefits the entire community," Song said. 

Song also offered statistics compiled after members of his staff read all of the accident reports on Military Road over the last 20 years. There 
have been no accidents over the stretch of road in front of Song's property, he said. 

Song also said the school acts as a tourism aid, bringing people into the community who might not otherwise visit. 

Also opposed to the project was Bernadine Longtail, a descendent of the first resident of Three Lakes and a cultural preservation officer with 
the Sakaogon tribe of Mole Lake. She said her tribe is opposed to the removal of the trees and claim they were not given proper notice of the 
project. 

Project engineers say they have proof the tribe was notified of the road project back in 2004. 

Although several supervisors said they take no joy in removing trees, the majority of the town board said they owe it to the taxpayers to get 
the road reconstruction project done right. 

"I don't want to see the trees cut down but we have a responsibility to the taxpayers," said town chairman Junior Stebbeds. "If we're going to 
do this, we ought to do it right and not have to be back out there in five or six years patching things up." 

"We're not building a four-lane highway out there," added supervisor Bill Martineau, "We're just making a nice country road." 

Following the vote, Song said he isn't about to give up on saving the trees. 

"I don't see this as the end," he said, "We will continue the struggle to save the trees." 


